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We develop a stylometric feature set for ancient 

Greek that enables identification of texts as prose or 

verse. The set contains over 20 primarily syntactic 

features, which are calculated according to 

custom, language-specific heuristics. Using these 

features, we classify almost all surviving classical 

Greek literature as prose or verse with >97% 

accuracy and F1 score, and further classify a 

selection of the verse texts into the traditional 

genres of epic and drama.
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We demonstrate that ancient Greek literature can 

be classified by genre using stylometric features 

without syntactic parsing. We hope our heuristic 

approach will motivate and inform analogous work 

on other premodern traditions for which natural 

language processing research remains at an early 

stage.
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Full set of ancient Greek stylometric features.

● Comprehensive ancient Greek corpus extracted 

from Perseus Digital Library and Tesserae Project.

● 751 texts: 610 prose, 141 verse; 82 epic, 45 drama.

Feature rankings for epic vs. drama classifier.

Performance of epic vs. drama RF classifier.
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